18v LXT® Lithium-Ion Compact Brushless Cordless Quick-Shift Mode™ 3-Speed Impact Driver Kit (2.0Ah)
Model XDT14R

Power in a Compact Size

COMPACT
Compact and ergonomic design at only 4-5/8” long

POWER
BL™ Brushless Motor delivers 1,550 in.lbs. of Max Torque

COMFORT
Rubberized soft grip provides increased comfort on the job

TECHNOLOGY
Quick-Shift Mode™ has an automatic controller that reduces rotation and impact speed

FEATURES
- Quick-Shift Mode™ selector has an automatic electronic controller that downshifts and reduces rotation and impact speed prior to driving screw into place, and is engineered to minimize screw thread stripping, screw breakage and damage to work
- Tightening Mode (T-mode) for faster tightening of self-drilling screws; helps prevent damage to the screw or workpiece
- 3-speed power selection switch (0-1,100 / 0-2,100 / 0-3,600 RPM & 0-1,100 / 0-2,600 / 0-3,800 IPM) provides precise fastening control for a wide range of applications
- Efficient BL™ Brushless motor is electronically controlled to optimize battery energy use for up to 50% longer run time per charge
- The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling the BL™ Motor to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life
- Features Extreme Protection Technology (XPT™) which is engineered to provide increased dust and water resistance in harsh job site conditions

SPECIFICATIONS
- Hex Shank: 1/4"
- No Load Speed (var. 3 spd.)
  0 - 1,100 / 0 - 2,100 / 0 - 3,600 RPM
- Impacts Per Minute (var. 3 spd.)
  0 - 1,100 / 0 - 2,600 / 0 - 3,800 IPM
- Maximum Torque (in.lbs./N•m)
  1,550 in.lbs./175N•m
- Battery: 18V Compact Lithium-Ion
- Overall Length: 4-5/8”
- Net Weight: 2.7 lbs.
- UPC Code XDT14R: 088381-824217
- UPC Code XDT14Z: 088381-824231

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
- 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 4.0Ah Battery (BL1840B)
- 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 5.0Ah Battery (BL1850B)
- 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 6.0Ah Battery (BL1860B)
- 18V Lithium-Ion Dual Port Rapid Optimum Charger (DC18RD)
- 18V Lithium-Ion 4-Port Charger (DC18SF)

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
- XDT14R
  - (2) 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Compact 2.0Ah Battery (BL1820B)
  - 18V Lithium-Ion Rapid Optimum Charger (DC18RC)
  - Tool Case (824953-7)
- XDT14Z
  - Tool Only
  - Battery and Charger Sold Separately